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a b s t r a c t

La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.50Mn0.50O3 (LSCM) perovskite was studied aiming at effective anodes for

direct (dry) ethanol fueled solid oxide fuel cells. Both the transport and catalytic properties

of LSCM were studied in compounds with partial substitutions of either Mn or Cr by Ru

(LSCM-Ru). X-ray diffraction data evidenced that single phase compounds were obtained at

1200 �C, without significant structural distortions upon Ru addition. Under reducing

atmosphere both the exsolution of Ru nanoparticles to the surface of LSCM grains and

enhanced electronic conductivity of LSCM-Ru samples were observed. Solid oxide single

fuel cells tests showed that LSCM-Ru anodes have higher performance running on direct

ethanol than on hydrogen. Such an increase in fuel cell performance was correlated to both

the enhanced electronic transport and the catalytic properties of LSCM-Ru. The catalytic

tests revealed that Ru addition enhanced the stability of LSCM and suppressed carbon

deposition under ethanol, indicating that such compound is a promising anode for direct

ethanol solid oxide fuel cell.

Copyright ª 2012, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction carbon formation and allow the control of their physico-
Amajor goal of the research on solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) is

the development of components for stable operation using

fuels containing carbon. The efficient use of fuels other than

hydrogen is considered as an important step for bridging the

gap toward commercialization of SOFCs. However, the cermet

Ni/yttria-stabilized zirconia (Ni/YSZ), the most common

anode material of SOFCs, exhibits low tolerance to redox

cycles and high tendency for carbon deposition [1e6]. Such

serious limitations have encouraged the development of

alternative anode materials to replace Ni-based cermets. In

this context, oxides with perovskite structure ABO3 doped

with transition metals are interesting candidates for such

application. These ceramic anodes have low activity for
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chemical properties by chemical substitutions at both sites A

and B of the crystal structure [1].

Among proposed materials to replace the Ni/YSZ cermet,

the chromite-manganite La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3 (LSCM) has

attracted a great deal of interest [1,7,8]. This ceramic anode is

stable under redox cycles and has good electrochemical

activity for hydrogen [1,2,9]. However, because the p-type

conductivity this compound exhibits a considerable drop of

the electrical conductivity in low oxygen partial pressures,

and has limited catalytic activity as compared to the Ni-

cermet [1e4]. Different strategies have being used to over-

come such restrictions, mainly using the LSCM in conjunction

with other materials, either metallic nanoparticles or ceramic

phases such as Pd and doped-ceria, respectively [10e12]. In
, IPEN-CNEN/SP, Av. Prof. Lineu Prestes 2242, 05508-000 Sao Paulo,

ublications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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general, such studies have investigated the addition of

impregnated phases aiming at enhanced electrical conduc-

tivity and/or catalytic activity for different fuels, including

methane, propane, and ethanol [8,13].

For ethanol fueled SOFCs, LSCM/YSZ [14] composites were

studied for the direct oxidation of the alcohol and LSCM [15],

LSCM/ceria, and LSCM/scandia-stabilized zirconia (ScSZ) [16]

composites were investigated for ethanol/water mixtures.

The studies using LSCM-based composites for ethanol fueled

SOFC reported no apparent carbon formation, whilst for LSCM

anode a small amount of carbon deposition was observed;

nonetheless, the single cells were stable during the short term

operation [14e16]. In addition, it was reported that the

performance of the LSCM-based anode was significantly

improved by the addition of impregnated metallic nano-

particles of Pd [14] and Cu [16]. Such an improvement of the

electrochemical properties of the LSCM electrodes has been

usually achieved by the dispersion of fine metallic particles

through impregnation of a metallic salt in the porous (pre-

sintered) electrode structure. However, when such a method

is used for SOFCs electrodes, it can result in compositional

inhomogeneities and particle coarsening due to the high

temperatures used for fabrication and operation of the fuel

cell [17]. Therefore, instead of impregnating metallic nano-

particles in SOFC anodes, an alternative route in which the

metallic phase initially forms a solid solution and upon a heat

treatment segregates as nanoparticles has been used. Upon

heat treatment in reducing atmosphere, the metal, usually Ni

or Ru, partially exudes from the perovskite crystal structure

and precipitates as nanoparticles (or nanoclusters) [17e20]

onto the surface of the parent compound. Such segregation

of the metal usually takes place during the initial hours of

operation of the SOFC and was observed to result in particles/

clusters with rather stable size (few nanometers), high

dispersion, and low coarsening rate over the period of the

operation of the SOFC [20]. Such features contributed to high

catalytic activity for fuel oxidation, carbon deposition

suppression, and resulted in a significant decrease of the

anode polarization resistance [7,8,18].

In this present study, the synthesis and detailed charac-

terization of La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.5Mn0.5O3 (LSCM) with partial

substitution of either Cr or Mn for ruthenium Ru (LSCM-Ru)

are presented. The main goal is the development of a ceramic

material for hydrogen production, with enhanced transport

properties and catalytic activity, to be used as the anode in

direct ethanol SOFCs.
2. Experimental

A polymeric precursor method was used for the synthesis of

ceramic anodes La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.50�xMn0.50�yRux,yO3, where

x,y ¼ 0, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20 [21]. In this paper, the compounds

are represented by LSC(x%)M(y%)-Ru; for example, x ¼ 0.20 is

referred as LSC20M-Ru, and y ¼ 0.05 as LSCM5-Ru.

The starting metallic salts were lanthanum nitrate hexa-

hydrate (99.99%), strontium nitrate (>99%), manganese

acetate tetrahydrate (>99%), chromium nitrate nonohydrate

(>99%), and ruthenium III chloride hydrate (99.98%); all from

SigmaeAldrich. The amounts of citric acid (CA) and ethylene
glycol (EG) followed the ratio 60:40 (CA: EG) by weight, and the

molar ratio between CA andmetal ions was 3:1. Initially, citric

acid, ruthenium chloride and distilled water were mixed at

w70 �C undermagnetic stirring. Afterw15min, the remaining

cationswere added to the solution, followed by the addition of

EG. The resulting solution was kept under magnetic stirring

and evaporated at constant temperature w70 �C to obtain the

precursor resin. The polymeric resin was pre-calcined at

300 �C for 1 h, followed by homogenization in agate mortar

and calcination at 800 �C for 5 h. The obtained powders were

treated in air in the temperature range of 1000e1400 �C.
Cylindrical pellets were formed by uniaxial pressing of

calcined (800 �C) powders and sintering at 1400 �C for 1 h in air.

Some experiments were performed with samples reduced by

heat treatment under hydrogen flow (25 mL min�1) at 800 �C
for 4 h.

Phase characterization was carried out by X-ray diffraction

(XRD) in the 2q range of 20�e90�, with step of 0.05� (2q) and

counting time of 2 s, using Cu Ka radiation in a RigakuDesktop

Miniflex diffractometer. Themorphology of LSCM-Ru powders

was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in a FEI

Quanta 600 FEG and by transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) in a JEOL JEM 2100.

Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) experiments

were carried out on a Micromeritics TPD/TPR 2900 apparatus.

The sample (30 mg) was pre-treated at 500 �C for 1 h under air

flow (50 mL min�1) prior to the TPR experiment in order to

remove traces of water. Reduction profiles were then recorded

by passing a stream of 10%H2/Ar at a flow rate of 50mLmin�1,

while the sample was heated at a rate of 10 �C min�1 from

ambient temperature to 900 �C. A cold-trap was placed just

before the thermal conductivity detector (TCD) of the instru-

ment to remove the water from the exit stream.

Electrical resistance measurements were performed by 4-

probe using a Lakeshore 370 resistance bridge. A digital mul-

timeter (Keithley 2000) monitored the temperature measured

by a type K thermocouple positioned close to the sample. Bar

samples, cut from cylindrical pellets, with Ag contact pads

cured at 600 �C, weremeasured in both static air and amixture

containing 4% H2 balanced with Ar, from room temperature

up to 800 �C during heating and cooling (3 �C min�1).

Single cells were fabricated using 8 mol% yttria-stabilized

zirconia (YSZ, Tosoh, Japan) cylindrical substrates, sintered

at 1600 �C, with 18 mm diameter and 0.5 mm thickness.

La0.65Sr0.3MnO3 (LSM) cathodes and LSCM-Ru anodes were

deposited by spin-coating, using suspensions based on

terpineol and ethyl cellulose. After the deposition of each

electrode, a heat treatment at 800 �C for organics removal was

followed by sintering at 1400 �C and 1150 �C for the anode and

cathode, respectively. Anode performance was also investi-

gated with an interfacial layer of Ni/YSZ (40/60 vol.%), with

w10 mm thickness, deposited following the same procedure.

Au and Pt mesh current collectors were attached, using the

correspondent metal ink, to the surfaces of the anode and

cathode, respectively, and cured at 800 �C. Single cells with

active electrode area of 0.78 cm2 were sealed on the extremity

of an alumina tube sample holder, with the anode side facing

the inner part of the tube, by using Aremco 552 cement. The

sample holder (alumina tube and single cell) is inserted in

a resistive horizontal tube furnace and connected to the
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metallic heads of a homemade test station with 4 Pt wires for

electrical contacts and alumina capillary tubes for gas

delivery. Single cell tests using hydrogen (3 vol.% H2O) were

carried out at fixed temperatures during heating in the

800e950 �C range. At 950 �C, hydrogen was switched to

ethanol. Ethanol was gasified by bubbling N2 through anhy-

drous ethanol at a fixed temperature. In our experiments, N2

was bubbled through anhydrous ethanol at 50 �C, which

resulted in a gas composition of w30% ethanol determined

from the saturation vapor pressure for ethanol at 1 atm. The

electrochemical data were collected during cooling down in

the 950 �Ce800 �C temperature range. During the tests,

synthetic air was delivered to the cathode. Gas flow rates were

set to 50 mL min�1 by mass flow controllers and the temper-

ature was monitored by a thermocouple placed close to the

cathode side. Polarization curves and open circuit impedance

spectroscopy measurements were performed using a Zahner

IM6 potentiostat.

Direct ethanol decomposition (ED), steam reforming (SR),

and partial oxidation (POX) of ethanol were performed in

a fixed-bed reactor at atmospheric pressure. Prior to reaction,

catalysts were reduced under pure hydrogen (30 mL min�1) at

800 �C for 1 h and then purged under N2 at the same

temperature for 30 min. All reactions were carried out at

800 �C. Partial oxidation (POX) was conducted using an O2/

ethanol molar ratio of 0.5. For SR, H2O/ethanol molar ratio of

3.0 was used. The reactant mixtures were obtained using two

saturators containing water and ethanol, which were main-

tained at the temperature required to obtain the desired H2O/

ethanol and O2/ethanol molar ratios. For ED and POX, N2

(30 mL min�1) and 5.6% O2/N2 mixture (30 mL min�1),

respectively, were flown through the saturator with ethanol,

and then the reactant mixtures obtained were diluted with N2

(N2 stream flowed at 30 mL min�1). In the case of SR, the

reactant mixture was obtained by flowing two N2 streams

(30 mL min�1) through each saturator containing ethanol and

water separately. The partial pressure of ethanol was main-

tained constant for all experiments. The variation of partial

pressure of water was compensated by a decrease in the

partial pressure of N2.

In order to observe the catalyst deactivation within a short

timeframe, a small amount of catalyst was used (20 mg). The

samples were diluted with inert SiC (SiC mass/catalyst

mass ¼ 3.0). The reaction products were analyzed by gas

chromatography (Micro GC Agilent 3000 A) containing two

channels for dual thermal conductivity detectors (TCD) and

two columns: a molecular sieve and a Poraplot U column. The

ethanol conversion and selectivity to products were deter-

mined from:

Xethanol ¼ ðnethanolÞfed � ðnethanolÞexit
ðnethanolÞfed

� 100 (1)

Sx ¼
ðnxÞproduced

ðntotalÞproduced
� 100 (2)

where (nx)produced ¼ moles of X produced (X ¼ hydrogen, CO,

CO2, methane, acetaldehyde or ethylene) and

(ntotal)produced ¼ moles of H2 þ moles of CO þ moles of

CO2 þ moles of methane þ moles of acetaldehyde þ moles of

ethylene (i.e., the moles of water produced are not included).
After reactions, spent catalystswere analyzed both by SEM,

using a FEI Inspect S scanning electron microscope equipped

with a secondary electron analyzer, and by simultaneous

thermogravimetric and differential thermal analyses (Setaran

Labsys) up to 1200 �C under air flow (50 mL min�1).
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of LSCM-Ru

The phase formation of LSCM-Ru compounds was investi-

gated by XRD analysis of samples treated in air at different

temperatures. Fig. 1 shows the evolution of XRD patterns of

precursor resins of LSCM, LSC20M-Ru, and LSCM20-Ru treated

under air in the 600e1400 �C temperature range. The XRD

patterns showed that all the samples heated at 800 �C
exhibited the diffraction peaks corresponding to the LSCM

phase, in accordance with thermal analysis results [22]. The

LSCM-Ru compounds have perovskite structure with hexag-

onal symmetry, in agreement with previous studies [7,23].

However, additional peaks in the 2q region between w24� and
30� (dotted rectangle in Fig. 1), probably associated with

SrCrO4, indicated that the reactions were not completed at

800 �C. With increasing temperature the relative intensity of

the peaks of intermediate phases progressively decreased and

single phase compounds were obtained after heating at

1200 �C.
Fig. 2 shows the XRD patterns of the two series of LSCM-Ru

compounds after treatment in air at 1400 �C. The X-ray dif-

fractograms of the two series of compounds treated at 1400 �C
showed only the peaks corresponding to the LSCM phase. The

position of the diffraction peaks was independent of the Ru

content up to x,y ¼ 0.10. Increasing the fraction of Ru to

x,y ¼ 0.20 resulted in a shift of the peak position to lower 2q

and more convoluted peaks. The small changes of XRD

pattern for x,y ¼ 0.20 may indicate a change of symmetry of

the perovskite structure [7]; however, neither additional peaks

nor significant changes of the XRD patterns were detected.

Therefore, both series of LSCM-Ru, with 0 � x,y � 0.20, were

assumed to have the hexagonal structure of the parent

compound LSCM. Recently, similar experimental findings

were reported showing the complete substitution of Ni in

LSCM up to 20 at.% [17].

More importantly, both Cr and Mn substitutions for Ru

resulted in very weak lattice distortion as evidenced by the

practically unchanged position of the diffraction peaks for

x,y � 0.10. To further investigate the structural properties of

the LSCM-Ru series, the lattice parameters were calculated

from the XRD data of Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the

lattice parameters a¼ b and c on the Ru fraction for both series

of compounds (LSCxM-Ru and LSCMy-Ru). Calculated values

were in perfect agreement with previously reported data for

LSCM [7,23,24]. The calculated lattice parameters were prac-

tically independent on the Ru concentration up to x,y ¼ 0.10

for both series. Such a feature is in agreement with the similar

values of the ionic radius of six-coordinated Crþ3,þ4, Mnþ3,þ4,

and Ruþ3,þ4 [25]. However, Ru has a slightly higher ionic radius

that is consistent with the increased c parameter observed for

the x,y ¼ 0.20 compounds.
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Fig. 1 e X-ray diffraction patterns of LSCM (a), LSC20M-Ru

(b), and LSCM20-Ru (c) treated in air in the 600e1400 �C
temperature range. The symbols (*) mark the indexed

diffraction peaks of the compound LSCM [7] and the dotted

rectangle encloses the 2q range with peaks of intermediate

phases.

Fig. 2 e X-ray diffraction patterns of the series (a) LSCxM-Ru

and (b) LSCMy-Ru after treatment in air at 1400 �C. The
symbols (*)marktheindexedpeaksofthecompoundLSCM[7].
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Fig. 4 shows SEMmicrographs of LSC10M-Ru (Fig. 4a and b)

and LSCM10-Ru (Fig. 4c and d) powders treated in air at

1400 �C. The LSCM-Ru powders exhibited homogeneous

distribution of particle sizes, with facetted grains with
estimated average size w1 mm. In addition, no significant

changes on themorphology of particles were observed in SEM

analyses for both series, regardless the Ru content and the

substituted ion (Cr or Mn).

The combined XRD and SEM results revealed that Ru

substituted either Cr or Mn in the LSCM structure without

causing significant lattice distortion or microstructural

changes. It has been reported that the catalytic properties of

similar Ru-substituted perovskites La0.8Sr0.2Cr1�xRuxO3�dwere

significantly improved due to the segregation of Ru from the

crystal structure [18]. More recently, it was reported that

LSCM-Ni compounds exhibited a comparable effect, i.e., the

segregation of Ni from the LSCM structure upon reduction,

which resulted in Ni nanoparticles that were detected over the

surface of larger particles of the parent compound [17].

In order to investigate both the stability of LSCM-Ru under

reducing conditions and the possible segregation of Ru from

the LSCM-Ru, treatments at 800 �C for 4 h under H2 flow were

carried out. The resulting powder samples were analyzed by

XRD and TEM. Fig. 5 shows the XRD patterns of some selected

reduced compositions of LSCM-Ru and the one of the as-

prepared LSCM for comparison. The reducing treatment did

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2012.03.157
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Fig. 3 e Lattice parameters dependence on the Ru content

for the as-prepared and reduced samples of (a) LSCxM-Ru

and (b) LSCMy-Ru. Values corresponding to previous

reported data for both as-prepared [7] and reduced [24]

samples are also shown.
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not affect significantly the diffraction patterns, and neither

phase transition nor additional peaks suggesting possible

phase decomposition were found. The calculated lattice

parameters of reduced LSCM-Ru samples were found to be

close to the ones of as-prepared samples (Fig.3), in agreement

with previous results [7,17]. A slight increase of the c lattice

parameter was probably related to both the loss of oxygen

stoichiometry and Mn ion reduction [17]. Similarly to the as-

prepared LSCM-Ru samples, lattice parameters of reduced

samples were practically independent on the Ru content, as

shown in Fig. 3.

The effects of the reducing treatment on LSCM-Ru speci-

mens were further analyzed by TEM. Fig. 6 shows TEM images

for the LSC20M-Ru compound. The TEM images of the reduced

specimen (Fig. 6b) revealed spherical crystalline particles with

size w5 nm on the surface of larger particles, similarly to

previous studies [17,18,20]. These spherical particles were

absent in the as-prepared LSC20M-Ru sample (Fig. 6a). The

images of the segregated rounded nanoparticles clearly

showed the crystal planes indicating single crystalline parti-

cles (Fig. 6b). Such features allowed us to perform fast Fourier
transform analysis on the spherical particles to estimate the

interplanar distance. Typical distances, as for example the

plane indicated in the Fig. 6, were found to be d ¼ 0.232 nm, in

excellent agreement with d ¼ 0.234 nm corresponding to the

[0,0,1] plane of the hexagonal structure of Ru (ICSD n. 43710).

The Ru segregation was also observed, although to a less

extent, in samples with lower Ru content. The experimental

results strongly suggested that similar effect takes place

during the operation of the fuel cell using LSCM-Ru anodes.

The presence of isolated Ru particles were associated with an

enhanced performance of anodes and were pointed out to

have interesting properties, such as a homogeneous distribu-

tion and limited coalescence at high temperatures, preserving

the high surface area necessary for good catalytic activity [18].

Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) experiments

were carried out in order to follow the transformations taking

place during the reduction treatment of LSCM-Ru compounds.

The reduction profiles of LSCM, LSC5M-Ru, and LSC20M-Ru

samples are shown in Fig. 7. The TPR of LSCM exhibited no H2

consumption up to 400 �C, confirming the redox stability of

LSCM.Ontheotherhand, thesampleswithRuaddition (LSC5M-

Ru and LSCM20-Ru) showed a peak at Tw350 �C that is possibly

related to the segregation of Ru. A possible mechanism is that

Ru segregates as RuO2 and is then reduced at w350 �C. This
result is in agreementwith TEM analyses (Fig. 6), revealing that

the reduction treatment promoted the formation ofmetallic Ru

particles.Above400 �C,all samplesexhibitedaslight increase in

H2 consumption with increasing temperature that was prob-

ably related to the partial reduction of Mnþ3,þ4.

3.2. Transport properties and fuel cell tests

The transport properties of LSCM-Ru compounds are of rele-

vance and were investigated in a wide range of temperature,

in both oxidizing and reducing atmosphere. The Arrhenius

plots of the electrical conductivity (s) are shown in Fig. 8. In

static air (Fig. 8a), the LSCM-Ru compounds exhibited ther-

mally activated behavior and s values close to previously

reported data [26,27]. The electrical transport properties of

LSCM compounds were interpreted in terms of hopping of

small polarons, and have been described by two thermally

activated processes due to a small deviation from linearity at

T > 300 �C [1,26,28]. Such a smooth activation energy change

was associated with a possible phase transition and suggests

that no first-order transition occurred [1,7]. The LSCM-Ru s(T)

showed in Fig. 8a shows a deviation from the linear behavior

for T > 300 �C and the experimental data were fitted to

Arrhenius-type mechanism in both temperature ranges. The

calculated Ea of LSCM sample were Ea (T < 300 �C) ¼ 190 meV

and Ea (T > 300 �C) ¼ 275 meV, in perfect agreement with

previously obtained values [1]. As observed in Fig. 8a, the

addition of Ru did not affect significantly the transport

mechanism of the LSCM and rather small changes of Ea were

determined. For Cr substituted samples a slight decrease of Ea

was observed, whereas for Mn substituted for Ru Ea values

increased. The calculated Ea of samples with x,y ¼ 0.10 were:

LSC10M-Ru Ea (T < 300 �C) ¼ 189 meV and Ea

(T > 300 �C) ¼ 267 meV; and LSCM10-Ru Ea

(T< 300 �C)¼ 195meV and Ea (T> 300 �C)¼ 295meV. Although

the transport mechanism remained practically unchanged

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2012.03.157
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Fig. 4 e Scanning electron micrographs of LSC10M-Ru (a,b) and LSCM10-Ru (c,d) powders treated in air at 1400 �C.
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upon Ru doping, the differences in s(T) magnitude were more

pronounced than the ones of Ea [1,26]. The observed trends of

both Ea and s values can be correlated with the partial

substitution of Mn and Cr for Ru in LSCM compounds.

The parent compound LSCM showed intermediate values

of s in comparison to the Ru substituted compounds. As

a general trend, when Ru substituted Cr3þ there was an

increase of s, whereas the opposite was observed for Mn3þ,4þ

substitutions. Deviations of such behavior, as for the x ¼ 0.05

compound, are attributed to microstructural effects. The

highest values of swere observed for the LSC10M-Ru. Samples

with high concentrations of Ru (x � 10) substituting Cr

exhibited higher values of s in relation to the remaining

LSCM-Ru compounds. On the other hand, s values were

approximately one order of magnitude smaller when Ru

substituted Mn. It was previously determined for the LSCM

that Crþ3 is the predominant valence state of Cr in LSCM,

suggesting that the hopping of charge carriers occurs

primarily via the Mnþ3eO2eMnþ4 bonds [17,24,26]. Therefore,

the observed features are in accordance with the s(T) depen-

dence on the substituted cation. Such a dependence is also

consistent with the transport properties of (La,Sr)(Mn1�zCrz)

O3, which showed an increased s with decreasing z [2,17],

adding further evidence for the selective substitution of both

Crþ3 and Mnþ3,þ4 for Ru in the LSCM.

In reducing atmosphere (Fig. 8b) an appreciable decrease of

s was observed, in agreement with the p-type conductivity of

LSCM. However, samples with high concentration of Ru
(x,y � 10) exhibited a less pronounced decrease of s when

atmosphere was switched to 4% H2. The conductivity of LSCM

was previously found to progressively decrease for oxygen

partial pressure pO2< 10�13 atm [7,27]. It has been reported for

LSCM that Cr remains in oxidation state 3þ even in reducing

atmosphere, while Mnþ4 is reduced to Mnþ3 and charge

compensation is achieved by oxygen vacancy formation

[17,24]. Therefore, in reducing atmosphere the decrease of the

s(T) of LSCM was concomitant with an increase in the Ea to

455 meV, which was related to an increased ionic transport

[17,24]. Nevertheless, for samples with x,y � 10, the calculated

Ea in reducing atmosphere were lower than the ones calcu-

lated for samples with low Ru content. However, similarly to

the Ea in air, sampleswith Ru substituting Cr resulted in lower

Ea than the ones with Mn substituted for Ru. For example,

calculated Ea for samples LSC20M-Ru and LSCM20-Ru were

185 meV and 320 meV, respectively. Such feature indicated

that Ru substitution, mainly in the Cr site, changed the charge

compensation mechanism of the LSCM compound and

favored the electronic transport in reducing atmosphere

probably by promoting an increased mixed valence state of

the B site of the perovskite. However, due to the multiple

possible valence states of Ru it was difficult to infer the exact

defect chemistry of LSCM-Ru compounds in reducing condi-

tions. In order to determine the exact mechanism of charge

transport further analysis, such as X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy, are required, but are beyond the scope of the present

study.
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Fig. 5 e X-ray diffraction pattern of samples (a) LSCxM-Ru

and (b) LSCMy-Ru with x,y [ 0, 10, and 20 reduced under

H2. For comparison, data for the as-prepared (sintered at

1400 �C) LSCM was included.

Fig. 6 e Transmission electronmicrograph of the LSC20M-

Ru (a) sintered at 1400 �C, before reduction; (b) reduced inH2.
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Based on the s(T) data in both air and reducing atmo-

sphere, LSCxM-Ru compounds were chosen to be tested as

anodes on single fuel cells. Initial tests revealed that fuel cells

using an interfacial Ni/YSZ layer between the electrolyte and

LSCM-Ru anode exhibited enhanced performance when

compared to the ones with a single layer anode of LSCM-Ru

[5]. Thus, single cells with LSM cathode, YSZ electrolyte,

a functional Ni/YSZ layer (thickness w7 mm), and a LSCM-Ru

layer (thickness w10 mm) were tested in both H2 and dry

ethanol.

The Fig. 9 shows the polarization curves of fuel cells with

ceramic anode LSCM (Fig. 9a), LSC10M-Ru (Fig. 9b), and

LSC20M-Ru (Fig. 9c) for H2 and dry ethanol. Single cells

exhibited OCV w1 V close to the Nernst value under

humidified H2, but upon fuel change to ethanol the OCV

dropped to w0.95 V. Such a lower OCV value under ethanol

may be due to the occurrence of partial oxidation [29] and/or

steam reforming of ethanol reactions [30]. Since the fuel cells

were initially tested under H2 some steam was present as

a result of draining current from the cell. Therefore, when
fuel was switched to ethanol the remaining water molecules

probably promoted the steam reforming reaction that sus-

tained the fuel cell running in the so-called gradual internal

reforming [31]. Recent results showed that steam reforming

of ethanol in a SOFC resulted in OCV w0.97 V for T > 760 �C
[15,32], in reasonable agreement with the measured values in

the present study. Nevertheless, the most important obser-

vation from Fig. 9 was that the performance of single cells

with LSCM-Ru anodes running on direct ethanol surpassed

the one on H2 [15]. In addition, the anodes with partial

substitution of Cr by Ru (x ¼ 0.10 and 0.20) exhibited higher

performance than that of LSCM. The low current portions of

the polarization curves were rather linear with low activation

polarization, and the ohmic drop was the predominant
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Fig. 7 e Temperature programmed reduction profiles of

LSCM-Ru compounds.

Fig. 8 e Arrhenius plot of LSCM-Ru compounds in air (a)

and in 96% Ar D 4% H2 (b). Straight lines correspond to the

best linear fittings.

Fig. 9 e Polarization curves of single SOFCs with LSCM-Ru

anodes running in H2 and ethanol, measured at 800 �C and

950 �C (a) LSCM, (b) LSC10M-Ru, and (c) LSC20M-Ru.
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polarization loss in both fuels. Such a feature was evidenced

by increasing the measuring temperature to 950 �C, in which

the conductivity of the LSCM-Ru increased considerably

resulting in a significant enhancement of the fuel cell

performance [15]. The enhanced performance of single cells

running on ethanol is likely to be related to the transport

properties of LSCxM-Ru anodes. As previously discussed, the

p-type conductivity of the parent compound LSCM decreases

progressively with decreasing oxygen partial pressure [7,24].

Therefore, it is expected that LSCM-Ru exhibits higher

conductivity under ethanol than on H2.
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After operation, single cells were analyzed by SEM. The

studied single cells showed comparable features and Fig. 10

shows a representative image of the cross section of the

SOFC with LSCM10-Ru anode. In the SEM image the solid

electrolyte (bottom) and the two anode layers can be dis-

cerned: the Ni/YSZ layer with w7 mm thick and the LSCM10-

Ru layer with w10 mm. The anode layers were found to have

good adhesion to each other and an adequate microstruc-

ture displaying open pores and average grain sizes �1 mm.

More importantly, no apparent carbon formation was

detected.

In order to further understand the effect of Ru addition on

the LSCM-Ru anodes running on direct ethanol, impedance

spectroscopy measurements were carried out at OCV during

fuel cell testing. Fig. 11 shows the impedance diagrams of

tested fuel cells at 950 �C under both fuels.

The impedance data demonstrated that both the ohmic

and the polarization resistances of the fuel cells decreased

when the fuel was switched fromH2 to ethanol, adding further

evidence that the observed enhancement of single SOFCs

performance operating in ethanol was because the improved

transport properties of LSCxM-Ru. Such experimental findings

are in perfect agreement with recent reported data for SOFC

running on ethanol/steam mixture using LSCM-based anodes

[15]. At 950 �C in ethanol, both anodes LSCxM-Ru with x ¼ 0.10

and 0.20 showed comparable ohmic (w1 U cm2) and polari-

zation (w2 U cm2) resistances, as roughly estimated from

impedance data in Fig. 11b and c. Nonetheless, Ru-doped

LSCM anodes had polarization resistances significantly

lower than the ones for LSCM, indicating that the addition

of Ru significantly enhanced the electrical properties of LSCM,

in accordance with s(T) data shown in Fig. 8. In addition,

the decreased polarization resistance observed for LSCxM-Ru

anodes indicated that Ru played an important role for

the catalytic activity for ethanol decomposition of LSCM

compound.
Fig. 10 e Cross section image of the anode after fuel cell

operation. The Ni/YSZ and the LSCM10-Ru layers are

identified.

Fig. 11 e Impedance diagrams of single SOFCs with LSCM-

Ru anodes measured at 950 �C in both in H2 and dry

ethanol. (a) LSCM, (b) LSC10M-Ru, and (c) LSC20M-Ru.
Thus, in order to further investigate the catalytic properties

of LSCM-Ru, thesematerialswere tested for ED, SR, and POX of

ethanol.

3.3. Catalytic properties of LSCM-Ru

Fig. 12 shows the ethanol conversion and product distribu-

tions as a function of time on stream (TOS) for ED over LSCM-

Ru samples at 800 �C. For all catalysts, ethanol conversionwas

complete and remained constant during 6 h of TOS. H2, CO

and CH4 were the main products formed along with a small

amount of ethylene. These results indicate that ethanol

decomposition to H2, CO and CH4 and ethanol dehydration to

ethylene were the only reactions taking place under these

conditions. Ethylene is not predicted to be present at the

thermodynamic equilibrium composition [33], suggesting that
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Fig. 12 e Ethanol conversion and product distributions as a function of time on stream (TOS) for ED over LSCM-Ru samples at

800 �C (a) LSCM, (b) LSC5M-Ru, (c) LSC10M-Ru, (d) LSC20M-Ru and (e) LSCM20-Ru.
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under these conditions ethanol conversion reactions are

kinetically controlled. The absence of CO2 in the product

distribution ruled out the occurrence of the ethanol reforming

reaction, in agreement with the absence of water in the feed
[34]. For LSCM catalyst, the selectivity to H2 decreased and the

formation of ethylene increased with TOS. The substitution of

Cr or Mn for Ru slightly improved the formation of H2 and

decreased the selectivity to ethylene. In addition, the
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selectivity for all products remained rather constant when Ru

was added to the catalysts, indicating that Ru improved the

stability of the LSCM catalysts.

After ED reaction, the catalysts were carefully analyzed by

SEM in order to evaluate possible carbon deposition. SEM

images (Fig. 13) show the presence of some carbon filaments

restricted to isolated areas mainly on the LSCM (Fig. 13a) and,

in a less extent, on both the LSC5M-Ru and LSC10M-Ru

(Fig. 13b and c, respectively). For LSC20M-Ru and LSCM20-Ru

catalysts (Fig. 13d and e, respectively), SEM images revealed

no carbon filaments, suggesting that the addition of higher Ru

content inhibited the formation of carbon deposits during ED.

The SEM findings were further confirmed by thermogravi-

metric analyses (not shown), which revealed that carbon
Fig. 13 e SEM images after ED of ethanol over (a) LSCM, (b) LSC
deposits correspond to w 1 wt.% for LSCM, whereas the

addition of Ru in LSCM, as in x,y > 0.10 compounds, inhibited

carbon formation.

In order to study the effect of water and oxygen in the feed

on the carbon formation, the LSC5M-Ru material was tested

on the SR and POX conditions. For such conditions, a low Ru

content sample was chosen to be assumed the most suscep-

tible composition for carbon formation. The ethanol conver-

sion and product distributions as a function of TOS for SR and

POX of ethanol over LSC5M-Ru catalyst are shown in Fig. 14.

The addition of water to the feed significantly increased the

selectivity toward hydrogen. Furthermore, the selectivity to

CO and CH4 decreased, aswell as CO2 formationwas observed,

but ethylene was no longer detected. These results indicated
5M-Ru, (c) LSC10M-Ru, (d) LSC20M-Ru and (e) LSCM20-Ru.
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Fig. 14 e Ethanol conversion and product distributions as

a function of time on stream (TOS) over LSC5M-Ru catalyst

for (a) SR; (b) POX of ethanol at 800 �C.

Fig. 15 e SEM images of LSC5M-Ru catalyst after (a) SR; (b)

POX of ethanol at 800 �C.
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that in the presence of water the steam reforming of ethanol

to H2 and CO2 was the main reaction taking place instead of

ethanol decomposition to CO and CH4. Such a result adds

further evidence to the gradual internal reforming of ethanol

during fuel cell tests, as previously discussed [31]. In addition,

since the SR is the catalytic test in which fuel cell operating

conditions are closer resembled, the results suggested the

good short-term stability of the LSCM-Ru anodes.
In the presence of oxygen, the selectivity to H2 and CH4

decreased whereas the formation of CO increased. Further-

more, CO2 was also observed indicating that ethanol was

oxidized. Ethylene was no longer detected in the presence of

oxygen in the feed. SEM images of the LSC5M-Ru catalyst after

SR and POX reactions did not show the presence of carbon

filaments (Fig. 15). However, the SEM images revealed

different microstructure of powders tested in SR and POX

conditions. Although the average particle size remains

similar, particles that were studied for SR reaction (Fig. 15a)

showed a smoother surface than the ones for POX (Fig. 15b).

Such feature is probably related to the different oxygen partial

pressure during POX and SR reactions; however, a more

detailed analysis is necessary to clear this point.

Recent studies using a thin LSCM-ceria composite layer

deposited over Ni/ScSZ cermet and LSCM-ceria anodes tested

in SOFC running on ethanol/steam mixtures revealed small

amounts of carbon filaments in LSCM [5,15]. Such a carbon

formation in LSCM anodes was attributed to a gas-phase
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Fig. 16 e SEM images of LSCM perovskite after

carburization with a mixture containing CH4 (20%) in H2 at

800 �C for 6 h.
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deposition of carbon [15]; however, the exact mechanism of

carbon formation was not further detailed.

According to the mechanism proposed for ethanol

conversion reactions [34,35], ethanol adsorbs dissociatively

over the metal oxide cation as an ethoxy species, followed by

dehydrogenation to acetaldehyde and acetyl species. The

dehydrogenated species may oxidize to acetate species, via

the addition of support-bound hydroxyl groups. Then, the

dehydrogenated and acetate species may decompose,

producing CO and CHx species, which may be further dehy-

drogenated to H and C. In the case of Ni, Co or Fe-based

catalysts, this carbon can undergo: (i) reaction with water or

oxygen; (ii) encapsulation of the metallic particle surface; or

(3) dissolution into the metal crystallite followed by the

nucleation and growth of carbon filaments.

Ni, Co, and Fe are the most intensively investigated metals

used for hydrocarbon decomposition for the production of

carbon nanotubes [36e38]. Elements with no carbon solubility

in the metal or with multiple carbide phases were not able to

produce carbon nanotubes [39]. For example, Cr, Mn, and La

have sufficient carbon solubility in the solid solution.

However, various intermediate carbides are formed instead of

the graphite precipitation, inhibiting the formation of carbon

nanotubes. However, it was observed that such elements

could produce carbon nanotubes when carbide phases are

previously formed or at elevated temperatures.

In fact, there are few works reporting the synthesis of

carbon nanotubes with chromium-containing compounds

[40,42]. The formation of carbon nanofibers and carbon

nanocoils using Cr2C3 as catalyst has been described [41], and,

more recently, themechanism for carbon nanotube formation

catalyzed by chromium carbide was investigated [42]. In order

to study themechanism of carbon growth based on chromium

carbide, the carburization of the LSCM perovskite with

a mixture containing CH4 (20%) in H2 at 800 �C for 6 h was

carried out. SEM image (Fig. 16) of carburized LSCM catalyst
revealed the presence of carbon filaments. Therefore, the

growth of carbon filaments on LSCM could be due to the

formation of chromium carbide, similarly to the mechanism

recently proposed [42]. On the other hand, in the presence of

Ru nanoparticles, as in the LSCM-Ru compounds, the highly

reactive carbon species might react with hydroxyl groups

formed, preventing the accumulation of carbon.
4. Conclusions

Single phase La0.75Sr0.25Cr0.50Mn0.50O3 (LSCM) compounds

with partial substitution of Mn and Cr for Ruwere synthesized

by a polymeric precursor technique. A detailed characteriza-

tion of the general properties of the fabricated materials

revealed that Ru substitution favored the electronic transport

in reduced oxygen partial pressure without significantly

affecting the crystal structure of the parent compound LSCM.

The combined effect of the addition of Ru on both the trans-

port and catalytic properties to the LSCM anode resulted in

increased performance of SOFC operating in dry ethanol. The

experimental results indicate that partial substitution of

a catalytic metal in the structure of perovskite anode is

a promising strategy for direct ethanol solid oxide fuel cells.
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